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About This Game

Throw on your nostalgia goggles and travel back in time with Super Win the Game, a retro-core explosion of exploration and
platforming action!!

Sequel to the 2012 freeware hit You Have to Win the Game

Open-ended exploration platforming: Explore a massive world, find hidden treasures, collect powerups and gain new
abilities, and uncover mysterious secrets!

Adjustable CRT television simulator: Tune the retro-ness to your liking!

Speedrun courses with Steam leaderboard support! Race your friends' ghosts to the finish line!

Do the Thing!!

Get the Stuff!!

Win the Game!!
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Title: Super Win the Game
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Minor Key Games
Publisher:
Minor Key Games
Franchise:
Minor Key Games
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or newer

Processor: 1.2 GHz or faster

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8 series or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French
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In this game I could defeat the four evil overlords of the universe:

• Hitler
• The Illuminati
• Osiris
• Gaben Newell

Truly, a fantastic journey.. I've played it for a few hours, and I have to say it's interesting, to say the least. For three dollars
you're buying a western book, where you the protagonist, play as U.S. Marshal. All and all it is an entertaining book\/game.

-Story 8\/10
-Grammar (if done un-intentional) 7\/10
-Gameplay 0\/0
- Dialogue 10\/10
- Replay value 10\/10. i love how you can make a hitler stache on people. its my favorite game because play 11 yars :D. All in
all i have to say the game was not half bad for being developed by one person. The game has great atmospheric music and the
jump scares are on point. They got me quite a few times. The puzzles can be pretty hard if you do not think about it and explore
your surroundings. I Played the game twice, first time took me about 2 Hours and the second time through beat it just under an
hour.

overall i would give EastFog Props on what they made, Thumbs up!

I made a first impressions, gameplay video of this game if you want to check it out:
https://youtu.be/0f_9y3AhcSQ. Very good dungeon crawler game for monster girl lover ^^. With the Maria's Pass route being
restricted for US customers only, this add-on became useless.. vary fun adds 10 new levels for 2$. very very short, not worth the
money, finished it twice in under 20 mins, and twice because i thought it might have different ending senarios, i was dead wrong
pshh. Trucks & Trailers is a game about doing tasks and getting medals, There are many achievements (if your an achievement
hunter) It has obstacle courses, truck companies, hard reverses, farms, and much more. It runs on the same engine as ETS2, but
older graphics, It helps you become a better driver over all on ETS2 and ATS!

I say 8.5/10
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This started out really strong as a Puzzle Quest-like game using a Bejeweled Twist game mechanic, but sort of petered out
halfway through. I've heard the same from a few others as well. The demo does what it's supposed to do, but there's a steeeep
difficulty curve halfway through that I never bothered to get past. The original Puzzle Quest is still the gold standard by a long
shot in my book.. Really fun hidden object game. I thought i was the only one that played this game as a kid. I used to have it on
my Dish Network provider and would play it every now and then when i had nothing to do. I found it weird but as a kid i loved
playing weird flash games. Even though i was limited on controls and would die every time, i would still continue to play it. I
have never beaten any of them, but i have played all of them. I remember once i stayed up all night just playing one of them
when i was like 7. This game is not a good game, but it holds a place in my 7 year old heart for some reason. This along with
Carrot Mania. Thankyou for making this game and giving me a chance to relive the quirky side of my childhood.. I can't
recommend it because the list of negative aspect is greater than the positive one:

Positive points:
+I en joy the design of the tiles (corners cut, flag is embedded into the tile which is cute)
+I like the little explosion of stars when you finish a puzzle

Negative points:
-There is a single sound track on repeat that I find annoying
-The resolution by default is wide but the game only take the center part?! It looks like it was a game made for phones
-Right click to cross tile is not implemented, you need to select the flag and do a left mouse click to apply it
-Sometime, the final picture is flickering\/glitching
-Some of the 5x5 puzzles can't be solved with pure logic, I got myself caught while trying to complete 'horse' and the 's' shape.
-There is no reset button, you need to go back to menu and found + click your puzzle again to retry it
-'Smiling face' puzzle is not smiling :P
-I can't seems to buy more stars int he shop
-The fact that there is a shop to buy stars, to unlock more puzzle is a bit weird
-I was not able to submit my drawing even though the label says 0\/5 send today and there is no save button :'(
-There is no menu to quit the game
-There is no achievements. Takes up a slot that can be used by much more useful choices. Not worth it. Most of my hours is just
trying to record this but what was the point for 4 bucks i really still dont think it is worth it. sorry. this isnt what i thought it was,
refunding now <3
the product is super good at what it does from what ive seen, but it just wasnt what i thought it was, i haven't read the
description carefully!
i highly recommend buying this if you're looking for a plug and play music visualizer.. its like a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥in a hair curler.
Honesstly, itès a really good game. probably even better using a controller. Just the multiplayer version of Darwinia is all. Not
exactly groundbreaking, just kinda cute and cool.
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Agents!

Today we have a top secret, exciting message from our on headquarters! When we first announced Irony Curtain, we promised
– no elevator music! That’s why we have established a Matryoshkan collaboration with an extremely esteemed, experienced
agent: Peter McConnell. 

All fans of classic point and clicks will recognize that name – such hits as the Grim Fandango or Monkey Island series would not
be complete without the splendid soundtracks that enhanced the adventures of the wacky, weird heroes. The enormously
successful composer collaborated with Arkadiusz Reikowski - best known for his work on Layers of Fear, Kholat and
AM’s My Brother Rabbit - on the OST to Irony Curtain, which resulted in an larger-than-life Original Soundtrack. Peter
created the Main Theme, which inspired Arkadiusz's further work on the OST - the effect of their endavors is available on 
Soundcloud[soundcloud.com] and Bandcamp[arkadiuszreikowski.bandcamp.com] as we speak!

Irony Curtain from Matryoshka with Love is the satirical, classic p’n’c adventure about espionage and a bizarre, communist
Matryoshka, full of no-nonsense riddles, politically incorrect jokes and vivid, intense characters you’ll be dying to meet.

Click one of the links above and go listen – then let us know what you think on twitter or facebook!

Check out the whole video: https://youtu.be/qh-AKz5DP4k
And add Irony Curtain to your wishlist: 
https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. The Return of the Queen:
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Princess Isabella: The Rise of an Heir tells the story in which the heiress Bella and her magical friends must face a power-
hungry witch whose agenda is shrouded in mystery.

All begins with an evil spell turning the protagonist's mother into stone. Our young princess, who is the only legitimate heiress to
the throne, narrowly escapes the same scary fate! Bella will embark on a scary adventure in order to free the kingdom from the
clutches of the evil witch.

Her journey will take her through many beautiful hand drawn locations, where countless mysteries, mini games, puzzles, and
hidden object challenges wait to be solved!

Will Bella succeed? Will the reigns return to the hands of the rightful ruler?

Princess Isabella launches with 40% discount to celebrate the release.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/466490
. v 1.1.0:
That's the long-awaited update!

Added a new map "Return to NetherEarth", not related to the main storyline. Borrowed from the game of the same name
"NetherEarth" in 1987 !!!

Also added 64-bit version of the game and will now be able to control the robots under OS Linux. Screencheat Beta Keys
Exhausted - On Hold For 24 Hours:
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First of all, we're overwhelmed with the response that you guys have shown Screencheat since the public beta went live on
Monday[community.surpriseattackgames.com]. In just three days we've issued over 35,000 beta codes, and we've had a blast
playing with all of you online.

With such an overwhelming response, we're sorry to say that we are temporarily out of beta codes. We have requested a further
100,000 keys from Valve, and we expect that they will be delivered in the next 24 hours (in time for the weekend :)).

All of those who have signed up and are awaiting keys - please be patient. We know that you are itching to get into the game,
and we promise that the moment we are granted our next batch of keys, you will be first on the list.

For those helpful folks in the community who may have some spare keys (we sent everyone 4 codes to share with their friends),
it would be great if you could offer it up to those who are waiting in this discussion[community.surpriseattackgames.com].

Thanks again for all of the support, and keep the great ideas coming into the hub! Together, we're going to make Screencheat a
ridiculously fun shooter for everyone! - Steve. .:
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. 20190329 Update:

Version: 2.5.3 -> 2.5.4
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